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" Military weapons and the systems that support them have become very sophisticated in recent years. So, too, have the components used in those weapons systems. For various policy and economic reasons, an increasing number of the high-tech components are being produced offshore. The Department of Defense depends on foreign sources for high-tech components in such systems as the Sparrow, M-1 Tank, OH-58D, Sonobouy, F/A-18 and F-16. Accordingly, the ability of the nation's industrial base to sustain combat consumption rates in any protracted conflict will be negatively effected. Fortunately, the problem is just emerging and can be reversed. Today, however, an increasing number of high-tech components are being manufactured overseas. American industry is losing its market share to foreign companies, especially those in the Pacific Rim -Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore and Korea -who are producing quality products at attractive prices.
As a result, the Department of Defense depends on foreign sources for many high-tech components. This overseas source of supply could be cut off during a time of national emergency.
Military activity, trade wars, embargoes, blockades and terrorism are but a few of the events which could disrupt the flow of components. Accordingly, such a disruption would make it difficult to produce weapons systems in a protracted military operation.
The few studies conducted to date indicate that if there would be a total cut off from foreign sources, production would drop to zero "for periods ranging from two to fourteen months, starting as early as the second month after M day. Items so effected were Sparrow, M-1 Tank, OH-58D, Sonobouy, F/A-18 and F-
16.,11
This paper reviews the causes of this foreign dependency and what can be done about it.
Historical Background
The concern for foreign source dependency first developed during World War I. The United States required large quantities of raw materials such as bauxite, manganese, tin and natural rubber for use in war materiel. The Buy America Act of 1933 was the first United States Law responding to the foreign dependency issue. One of the purposes of this Act was to protect American industry's market share by requiring a 50 percent mark up on the estimated cost of foreign bids. Since 1933, the United States has negotiated bilateral defense trade agreements with 18 countries, mostly North Atlantic Treaty Organization members. These agree-2 ments waive the 50 percent mark up. 2 The Pentagon argues that these agreements further the goal of rationalization, standardization and interoperability in the North Atlantic Treaty Organization and they are only approved in unusual circumstances.
The Strategic and Critical Materials Stockpiling Act of 1939 was the second United States Law responding to the foreign dependency issue. One of the purposes of this law was "to decrease and prevent wherever possible a dangerous and costly dependence of the United States upon foreign nations for supplies of these (critical) materials in times of national emergency." '3 The 1939 Act was subsequently amended to establish the present-day National Defense Stockpile. This stockpile consists of quantities of approximately 60 strategic raw materials. These materials are reserved for national emergencies.
In response to the Korean War, the Defense Production Act of 1950 was enacted. This Act is most known for providing the Government with the authority to prioritize and allocate materials and facilities to expand industrial production beyond consumer requirements in order to support national mobilization.
However, the Act also provided a counterbalance "to actions occurring outside of the United States which could result in the termination or reduction of the availability of strategic and critical materials." '4 Additionally, the definition of materials as originally established in the Strategic and Critical Materials Stockpiling Act of 1939 was amended to include not only raw materials but "articles, commodities, products, supplies, components, tecnnical information, and processes." '5 Dependency and possible vulnerability of the United States to foreign sources of supply was brought into bold relief with the catastrophic political and economic consequences brought on by the 1973 oil embargo. Since that event, defense and industry experts have indicated grave concern over a similiar situation occurring in such areas as non-fuel minerals, bearings, ferroalloys and electronics. Emerging from continuing studies on these areas was a recent phenomenon and potentially a more serious threat. It was the American dependency on foreign sources for high-tech components of major weapons systems.
Extent of Foreign Dependency
As indicated earlier, studies conducted to date conclude that there is an emerging problem ot foreign dependency for high- While the United States does protect or subsidize some industries, its effort is meager in comparison to the elaborate programs found overseas. 9 The United States' trade policy has steadfastly held as its principal objective the maintenance of a free-market international trading system. Accordingly, the nation's approach has been essentially laissez-faire. Reliance on The profit motive also (1) discourages capital investment in plants and equipment to meet peak demand (necessary to meet wartime surge requirements) because maintai.iing unused capacity is costly; (2) encourages use of off-shore production to take advantage of the lower cost of labor and transportation; (3) maintenance of inventories at minimal levels to reduce costs; and (4) encourages worker layoffs during business downturns. The result is minimal growth in manufacturing capacity, increased foreign dependency, a less well-trained workforce and small inventories to meet sudden and substantial increases in defense requirements. 14 
An Undereducated Workforce
The United States has a shortage of engineers and skilled blue-collar workers. The nation's post secondary education system trains too few engineers to keep pace with the changes in technology being generated today. In 1981, the capacity of the nation's colleges and universities to graduate engineers was 50,000 per year. This is far below the requirement. Additionally, foreign students make up 40 percent of the total enrollment for engineering at the masters level and 47 percent at the doctoral level. only 40 percent of these foreign students remain in the United States after graduation. In contrast, Japan, with half the population of the United States, graduates more mechanical engineers and 50 percent more electrical engineers. 1 5 In 1985, the tool and machinery industry was short 240,000 machinists, 10,000 of which were needed in defense industry. The Bureau of Labor Statistics estimates that through 1990 there will be 22,000 an-nual openings for machinists in the United States. However, apprenticeship programs provide only 2,800 per year. 1 6 The result is an insufficient pool of talent.
The general decline of primary and secondary education since the 1960s poses a long-term threat to the nation's vitality.
Evidence of this decline is documented in several studies commissioned by both government and industry. Reported are deficiencies in the fundamentals of English, mathematics, reading and science.
The President's Commission on Industrial Competitiveness found that, "Although in 1982 an unprecedented 71 percent of the population aged 25 and over had a high school diploma, our elementary and secondary education system continues to fail to achieve excellence in the basics, graduating youth who are ill prepared for either work or further education., '17 Displaced workers are a by product of today's rapidly evolving technology. Displaced workers are those workers whose jobs have become obsolete due to such things as product improvements, better manufacturing technolgy or loss of a market share to a foreign source. These displaced workers need to be retrained and returned to the marketplace with the next generation of skills.
WHAT CAN BE DONE ABOUT FOREIGN DEPENDENCY?
Develop pa Comprehensive National Trade Policy In contrast to the major industrial nations, all of whom 
Manage Foreign Dependency
The Department of Defense needs to manage foreign dependency. While this is no easy task, it can be done.
First, the extent of foreign dependency needs to be determined. There is little or no visibility in the form of data on dependency at the component level in United States' weapons systems today. A data base needs to be developed to define the problem.
Second, imported components for a weapon system should be accounted for during the research and development and design phases rather than have the foreign dependency issue surface as an Achilles' heel after its deployment. During early research and development for a future weapon system, substitute materials and components could be sought to at least ameliorate the problem.
Raw materials provide an analogous view. Substitute materials will soon be available to replace many critical raw materials.
Today, copper, tin, aluminum and steel are being replaced with ceramics and composites. There is no reason to not believe that substitute materials will eventually replace cobalt, chromium and beryllium. 19 Third, dependency and vulnerability need to be separated.
Dependency does not necessarily equal vulnerability. In its extreme form, the concern over foreign dependency implies a requirement for self-sufficiency. However, self-sufficiency ignores the fact that economies today are global and they are interdependent. Additionally, self-sufficiency ignores the fact that it is very costly to manufacture everything in the United States. Therefore, the task is to determine which dependencies initiative. However, more importantly the deficit needs to be reduced. A lower deficit means that the Government has a lesser requirement for monies. The result will be a greater supply of capital for private sector investment.
Educate the Workforce
While establishment of a national policy, recognition of global interdependence, management of foreign dependency and increasing the availability of capital are important, it is the people of a country who determine how well these improvements will be used. Accordingly, the nation's human resources need to be part of any strategy aimed at reducing foreign dependency. To enhance the quality of the nation's human resources, a few areas need to be addressed.
First, the quality of education in the elementary and secondary education system must be improved. The focus should be on the basics of reading, writing, computation and problem solving. For those students who have a higher level of analytical skills, mathematics and the sciences should be made available.
Improving educational quality can be a reality with curriculum reforms, better teachers and the use of new teaching methods. The nation can no longer afford a large number of undereducated workers. The extent of technology in the workplace today and that projected for the future calls for workers who are better educated and more highly trained than today's workforce.
With regard to solving the problem of a shortage of engineers and skilled blue collar workers, Federal and State governments will have to take the lead. To encourage the nation's best students to enter these fields, stipends or grants have to be made available. Subsidies and tax incentives need to be provided educational institutions to increase the size of their faculties and expand the size of their schoolhouses to accommodate the larger numbers of students which are needed to sustain the nation's technological leadership in the world. While there is no single action or simple solution to reverse foreign dependency, it is reversible. Government, industry and the workforce have roles to play. If the issue of foreign dependency is not addressed by these groups, the nation's industrial base will be shaped by our competitor's policies and national security will be adversely effected.
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